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ABSTRACT
The mid-infrared is an optimal window to trace stellar mass in nearby galaxies and the 3.6 m m IRAC band has
been exploited to this effect, but such mass estimates can be biased by dust emission. We present our pipeline to
reveal the old stellar ﬂux at 3.6 μm and obtain stellar mass maps for more than 1600 galaxies available from the
Spitzer Survey of Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G). This survey consists of images in two infrared bands (3.6 and
4.5 m m ), and we use the Independent Component Analysis (ICA) method presented in Meidt et al. to separate the
dominant light from old stars and the dust emission that can signiﬁcantly contribute to the observed 3.6 m m ﬂux.
We exclude from our ICA analysis galaxies with low signal-to-noise ratio (S N < 10) and those with original
[3.6]–[4.5] colors compatible with an old stellar population, indicative of little dust emission (mostly early Hubble
types, which can directly provide good mass maps). For the remaining 1251 galaxies to which ICA was
successfully applied, we ﬁnd that as much as 10%–30% of the total light at 3.6 m m typically originates from dust,
and locally it can reach even higher values. This contamination fraction shows a correlation with speciﬁc star
formation rates, conﬁrming that the dust emission that we detect is related to star formation. Additionally, we have
used our large sample of mass estimates to calibrate a relationship of effective mass-to-light ratio (M/L) as a
function of observed [3.6]–[4.5] color: log(M L ) = -0.339(0.057) ´ ([3.6]-[4.5]) - 0.336(0.002). Our ﬁnal
pipeline products have been made public through IRSA, providing the astronomical community with an
unprecedentedly large set of stellar mass maps ready to use for scientiﬁc applications.
Key words: galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: photometry – galaxies: structure
1. INTRODUCTION

Maps of the stellar mass distribution have played an
important role in understanding many structural and evolutionary effects in galaxies that are thought to be linked to
secular evolution (see Kormendy & Kennicutt 2004, for a
review). For example, stellar mass maps traced by near-IR
imaging have been used to study torques exerted by the stellar
structure (e.g., Zaritsky & Lo 1986; Foyle et al. 2010). They
are also critical to evaluate the role of bars (e.g., Scoville
et al. 1988; Knapen et al. 1995, 2000; Sheth et al. 2005;
Elmegreen et al. 2007; Salo et al. 2010) and to conﬁrm
theoretical predictions for bar formation (Athanassoula 1992,
2013). Studies of the spiral structure (e.g., Elmegreen &
Elmegreen 1984; Elmegreen et al. 1989; Regan &

Cosmological studies have revealed a close relation between
stellar mass and star formation rates (SFRs) in galaxies (e.g.,
Daddi et al. 2007; Noeske et al. 2007; González et al. 2011),
which implies that stellar mass controls to a great extent their
growth and evolution. However, even more illuminating than the
total mass of a galaxy is the actual spatial distribution of its
baryonic mass. This snapshot of the present-day gravitational
potential constitutes a fossil record of the evolutionary history
that led to its current state. Therefore, reliable maps of the stellar
mass distribution provide a vital tool to probe the baryonic
physics responsible for shaping galaxies to their present state.
1
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Elmegreen 1997) and inner stellar components in galaxies
(e.g., Erwin & Sparke 2002; Falcón-Barroso et al. 2006;
Eliche-Moral et al. 2011) also beneﬁt from the use of the true
underlying stellar mass distribution.
Similarly, knowing how the stellar mass is organized is
essential if we want to understand how the gravitational
potential inﬂuences the gas distribution and dynamics. For
instance, mass maps have been used to infer the gravitational
torques acting on the gas to determine nuclear inﬂows or
outﬂows (see, for instance, Knapen et al. 1995; García-Burillo
et al. 2005; Jogee et al. 2005; Hunt et al. 2008; Haan
et al. 2009). In a recent study, knowledge of the gravitational
torques has been applied to assess the role of dynamics and
stability of giant molecular clouds in the nearby galaxy M51
(Meidt et al. 2013). Therefore, stellar mass maps are an
important tool when it comes to understanding the response of
gas to the underlying gravitational potential.
While several strategies can be used to measure the total
mass of a galaxy (see recent review by Courteau et al. 2013),
unbiased stellar mass maps of galaxies are not trivial to obtain,
and they often involve large uncertainties. Optical images have
been used along with prescriptions to calculate the mass-tolight ratio (M/L º U , in the most sophisticated case obtained
using two color images, see Zibetti et al. 2009). Alternatively,
kinematic information can be used to derive the total mass
within a given radius (e.g., Cappellari et al. 2006), which, in
combination with a model for the dark matter halo, can provide
an independent measure of the baryonic mass distribution for a
given galaxy. Newer strategies include ﬁtting stellar population
models to IFU spectral data-cubes, from which an estimate of
surface mass density can be obtained (such as those of
CALIFA, Cid Fernandes et al. 2013). In any case, the
instrumental requirements or the methodological complexities
of these strategies have so far prevented researchers from
obtaining maps of the stellar mass distribution for large
samples (of more than ∼100 galaxies).
In this paper, we apply a novel technique to infrared images,
ﬁrst introduced in Meidt et al. (2012a), which allows us to
automatically produce high-quality mass maps for a large
fraction of the galaxies in the Spitzer Survey of Stellar
Structure in Galaxies (S4G, Sheth et al. 2010). S4G provides
deep imaging for 2352 nearby galaxies (D < 40 Mpc) at the
wavelengths of 3.6 and 4.5 m m , probing stellar surface
densities down to ~1M pc-2 . The near- to mid-infrared
regime provides a very good window to trace stellar mass, as
the light emitted at these wavelengths is dominated by K- and
M-type giant stars, tracing the old stellar populations that
dominate the baryonic mass budget of nearby galaxies (e.g.,
Rix & Rieke 1993). As extinction is a strong function of
wavelength, any stellar light emitted in the mid-infrared is
signiﬁcantly less affected than in the optical or at shorter
wavelengths. Consequently, these data allow us to probe the
mass distribution very well even in moderately inclined
galaxies. While extinction is of little concern, emission from
dust can signiﬁcantly contribute to the ﬂux detected in the 3.6
and 4.5 m m ﬁlters, in particular from the 3.3 m m PAH feature
and hot dust arising from massive star-forming regions or
around active nuclei (Meidt et al. 2012a).
In order to effectively separate the old stellar light from this
dust emission which has a very different spectral energy
distribution from the stars, we use a method based on
Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Our method typically

identiﬁes the main dust contribution at 3.6 and 4.5 m m (diffuse
dust; Meidt et al. 2012a) and also allows one to remove the
localized ﬂux arising from circumstellar dust related to the late
phases of red stars with lower M/L (Meidt et al. 2012b). After
removing this dust emission, we are left with a smooth
distribution of essentially old stars (age t ~ 2–12 Gyr).
According to Meidt et al. (2014) and Norris et al., the age
and metallicity dependence of the M/L at 3.6 m m for old stars is
so modest that even a single M/L º U3.6 = 0.6 provides a
conversion into mass accurate within ∼0.1 dex.
We have constructed a pipeline (S4G Pipeline 5) to
automatically remove dust emission from the 3.6 m m images
in the large S4G survey of galaxies. Application of an
appropriate M/L (see Meidt et al. 2014) to these cleaned maps
results in stellar mass maps. All the maps of the old stellar light,
along with those of the identiﬁed dust emission, will be made
publicly available through the NASA/IPAC Infrared Science
Archive (IRSA).21
In this paper we explain the details of our pipeline and
analyze some properties of the two components identiﬁed by
ICA for the wide range of galaxies present in S4G. After
presenting the data in Section 2, the ICA method to remove
dust emission is physically motivated and brieﬂy explained in
Section 3, followed by our description of the detailed pipeline
in Section 4. Our iterative approach of ICA is presented here,
along with a brief justiﬁcation of the different steps involved in
the process and an account of the uncertainties. In Section 5 we
describe the conversion to mass maps and the public product
release. Section 6 is an account of the ﬁnal sample and general
properties of solutions, whereas results are presented Section 7.
We close the paper with a summary and some conclusions in
Section 8.

2. OBSERVATIONS AND DATA PROCESSING
S G (Sheth et al. 2010) has imaged 2352 galaxies using the
Infrared Array Camera (IRAC, Fazio et al. 2004) at 3.6 and
4.5 m m , the bands which are still available within the postcryogenic mission of the Spitzer Space Telescope. The selection
of galaxies corresponds to a volume (d < 40 Mpc), magnitude
(m B,corr < 15.5 mag) and size limit (D25 > 1′), and provides
deep images reaching m3.6 m m (AB)(1s ) ~ 27 mag arcsec−2
(about 1M pc-2 ).
All the images have been processed using the S4G pipeline,
which consists of ﬁve steps. The ﬁrst four steps are summarized
in Sheth et al. (2010), and will be described in detail in separate
papers (Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, Salo et al. 2015). The
process that we present here corrects for emission from dusty
sources in the IRAC bands, and it constitutes the ﬁfth stage of
the S4G pipeline system.
4

1. Pipeline 1 transforms the raw data into science-ready
FITS images by mosaicking and matching the background levels, providing a resulting pixel scale of
0.75 arcsec pixel−1 (Regan et al. 2015, in preparation).
The point-spread function (PSF) has a typical FWHM of
1″. 7 and 1″. 6 at 3.6 and 4.5 m m , respectively.
2. Pipeline 2 generates masks, ﬁrst based on SExtractor
identiﬁcations, and then checked and modiﬁed by eye
(Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, in preparation).
21
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3. Pipeline 3 takes care of measuring sky levels, determining the center and obtaining isophotal values (intensity,
surface brightness, ellipticity, position angle; MuñozMateos et al. 2015, in preparation).
4. Pipeline 4, performs GALFIT photometric structural
decompositions of the sample (Salo et al. 2015, in
preparation).
5. Pipeline 5, presented here, relies on previous pipeline
steps and is the application of the ICA method to separate
the light from old stars and dust.
Additionally, at some points in this paper, and especially for
the analysis of results (Section 7), we will make use of a set of
ancillary information. For distances, whenever available, we
rely on the mean redshift-independent distance provided by the
NASA Extragalactic Database (NED); otherwise, they are
based on the observed radial velocity, also from NED
(compiled by Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, in preparation). We
utilize the morphological classiﬁcation at 3.6 μm from Buta
et al. (2010) and Buta et al. (2015). SFRs are derived from
IRAS photometry at 60 m m and 100 m m obtained from NED
following Larsen & Richtler (2000).

Figure 1. Observed [3.6]–[4.5] color as a function of the relative contribution to
ﬂux from diffuse dust continuum and PAH. The different curves correspond to
different intrinsic PAH colors ([3.6]-[4.5] ∣PAH = -0.2 to 0.5 in steps of 0.1).
For reasonable fractions of such a mixture, we ﬁnd that the resulting dust color
is constrained within the range 0.2–0.7 (see text for details).

3. THE ICA TECHNIQUE
3.1. Expected Sources at 3.6 and 4.5 m m and Their Colors

0.72–1.16 (on average ∼1) and can be as low as 0.1 in QSOs
and the nuclei of Seyfert galaxies. The ratio of the 3.3–6.2 m m
PAH features measured in H II regions, star-forming regions
and in planetary nebulae falls in the range 0.15–0.25 (Hony
et al. 2011). With the Blain et al. power-law dust continuum,
this implies that the ratio of the 3.3 m m PAH emission to the
underlying continuum is ∼0.4–0.9, or as low as 0.1 in galaxy
nuclei or other regions dominated by hot dust.
Figure 1 shows the resulting colors for the diffuse dust at
3.6 m m adopting this range of PAH ﬂux fractions for a wide
range of possible PAH colors and assuming a ﬁxed continuum
color. As found by Meidt et al. (2012b), the primary non-stellar
emission detectable with ICA is in the form of this “diffuse
dust” component, i.e., the mixture of PAH and the dust heated
by the ambient interstellar radiation ﬁeld, away from starforming regions. As considered later in Section 4.3 and in
Appendix B, some galaxies also exhibit additional emission
from hot dust, isolated in star-forming H II regions. This
dominant component in H II regions, which can be thought of
as the far end of the spectrum exhibited by the “diffuse dust,”
should have [3.6]–[4.5] colors closer to 1.
In the implementation of our S4G pipeline we make use of
the fact that regions containing hot dust (and negligible PAH)
have colors that are distinguishable from the nominal diffuse
dust component. We also make use of the fact that the colors of
the dust and the old stellar population are very different. The
colors for old stellar populations lie in the range
-0.2 < [3.6]-[4.5] ∣stars < 0 , according to the observed colors
of giant stars (Meidt et al. 2014). This is consistent with the
observed colors of early-type galaxies, in the absence of
signiﬁcant dust emission (Peletier et al. 2012, and Norris et al.
2015). The non-stellar [3.6]-[4.5] color, on the other hand,
always appears positive in these bands ([3.6]-[4.5] ∣dust > 0),
although it can span a wider range, as seen in Figure 1.
Table 1 summarizes the colors expected for the different
sources of emission at 3.6 μm. These sources combine together
to produce the observed [3.6]–[4.5] colors plotted in Figure 2.
There we show representative colors for young, relatively

For nearby galaxies, the light detected in the IRAC 3.6 m m
ﬁlter arises mainly from two components: the photospheres of
(old) stars and from dust emission. Old stars dominate the
stellar ﬂux, as their atmospheres are cold and their blackbody
curves peak close to 3.6 m m ; additionally, due to CO
absorption at 4.5 m m , old K and M giants exhibit blue
[3.6]–[4.5] colors (Pahre et al. 2004; Willner et al. 2004).
Younger (hotter) stars are not expected to contribute
signiﬁcantly to the observed stellar emission. However, due
to their strong UV ﬂuxes, these younger stars can heat their
surrounding dust, which, in turn, re-radiates at longer
wavelengths and can also account for a signiﬁcant fraction of
the light at 3.6 m m (Meidt et al. 2012b). Models show that the
dust emission arises from the PAH bands (speciﬁcally, the
3.3 m m feature) and the continuum radiation from very small
grains (e.g., Li & Draine 2001), and this (hot) dust emission
becomes more prominent near the sites of star formation, where
the presence of young stars leads to stronger radiation ﬁelds.
According to the measurements of Flagey et al. (2006),
PAHs should have colors [3.6]–[4.5] ∼ 0.3, including both the
3.3 m m PAH feature and the underlying PAH continuum
detected, e.g., in Milky Way reﬂection nebulae. In the absence
of the PAH continuum, the [3.6]–[4.5] color is bluer (as low as
[3.6]–[4.5] ∼ − 0.1), although this scenario will likely be
uncommon here, given unavoidable mixing at our resolution.
For the continuum dust component, we expect [3.6]–[4.5] ∼ 1.0,
adopting the power-law approximation fn µ n -a to the Wien
side of the dust spectral energy distribution (SED) with a = 2,
which Blain et al. (2003) suggest better accounts for the
observed dust SED shape than a modiﬁed blackbody in the
near-IR. As shown in Figure 1, the diffuse mixture of PAH and
continuum dust emission will exhibit resulting colors in the
range 0.2 < [3.6]–[4.5] < 0.7.
The relative ﬂux contributions of the PAH and continuum at
3.6 m m can be estimated from the ratio of the 6.2 m m PAH
feature to the 6.2 m m continuum measured by Peeters et al.
(2002). For normal spiral galaxies, this ratio is between
3
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Table 1
Main Sources at 3.6 m m and Their [3.6]–[4.5] Colors
Typical [3.6]–[4.5] Range

Source

-0.2-0
~0.2-0.7
∼0.3
∼1.0

a

Old stars
Diffuse dust
PAH emissionb
Dust in H II regionsc

Notes. Main sources identiﬁed with ICA, and typical values of their colors.
a
Willner et al. (2004), Pahre et al. (2004), Peletier et al. (2012), Meidt et al.
(2014), Norris et al.
b
Dominated by PAH emission. Approximate estimation based on Flagey et al.
(2006).
c
Representative number based on Blain et al. (2003); it can either correspond
to hot dust, e.g., in H II regions, or, in the most extreme case, to hot dust heated
to large temperatures near an AGN.
Figure 2. Observed [3.6]–[4.5] colors that arise from mixing stars with dust
emission. Stars have colors -0.2 < [3.6]-[4.5] ∣stars < 0 , and dust emission
typically covers the range 0.2  [3.6]-[4.5] ∣dust  0.7. Here, we show the
resulting color for realistic combinations of dust colors and fractions, for two
ﬁxed stellar colors. One of them is representative of late-type galaxies (LTG,
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣stars = -0.04 ), and the other one is standard of early-type galaxies
(ETG, [3.6]-[4.5] ∣stars = -0.12 ). The fractions of dust emission at 3.6 m m (f)
are also limited to the maximum expected fractions in early- and late-type
galaxies, as estimated in Appendix A. Virtually all possible combinations lead
to global negative colors in the case of early-type galaxies, whereas essentially
all realizations produce positive global colors for late-type galaxies, in which
the contribution from dust can be more signiﬁcant.

metal-poor, late-type galaxies and their old, metal-rich earlytype counterparts (with bluer [3.6]–[4.5] colors),22 adopting the
dust contamination fractions estimated in Appendix A. The
latter consistently exhibit [3.6]–[4.5] < 0, whereas the addition
of even a little bit of dust emission will move the [3.6]–[4.5]
colors of late-type galaxies above zero.
3.2. ICA
Here, we introduce the ICA method and the nomenclature
that we will use. The method has already been described and
validated by Meidt et al. (2012a), so we will only provide a
short summary here.
Similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA), ICA is a
means of blind source separation which we use to extract
measurements of the ﬂux and the wavelength-dependent
scaling of individual components from linear combinations of
the input data. But in contrast to PCA, ICA maximizes the
statistical independence of the sources rather than requiring that
the sources are orthogonal (with zero covariance). We use the
fastICA realization of the method developed by Hyvärinen
(1999) and Hyvärinen & Oja (2000), which achieves
statistically independent solutions by maximizing the nonGaussianity of the source distributions.
In practice, given N input images (e.g., at N different
wavelengths), ICA will identify at most N underlying distinct
sources that contribute to the ﬂux in each of the N images,
under the assumption that each image is a linear combination of
the sources. Because S4G provides images of each galaxy in
two channels, ICA can identify two distinct components
through solution of the following equation:
x = A · s,

knowledge of the relative proportions of the sources or their colors
between 3.6 and 4.5 μm. In six prototypical star-forming disk
galaxies, Meidt et al. (2012a) showed that ICA can identify and
remove the combined PAH and continuum dust emission (tracing
star formation, as observed at longer wavelengths) and localized
emission from dusty asymptotic giant branch (AGB) and red
supergiant (RSG) stars. The ICA correction leaves a cleaned,
smooth map of the old stellar light consistent with expectations for
an old, dust-free stellar population.
Our pipeline implementation of ICA includes an estimate of the
uncertainties on both components by running the ICA sequence 48
times, based on 48 perturbations to the mixing matrix. As an initial
guess for the mixing coefﬁcients we adopt the expected color
range of stars and dust (-0.2 < [3.6]-[4.5] ∣stars < 0 and
0 < [3.6]-[4.5] ∣dust < 1.5), but we ﬁnd that ICA solutions
quickly depart from the initial seeds and converge to the ﬁnal
solution. The perturbations to the mixing matrix correspond to
small steps in dust and stellar color in a count-controlled nested
loop. The primary loop implements a change in the stellar color by
0.04 mag, during which the secondary iterates the dust color in
steps of 0.3 mag (at ﬁxed stellar color).

(1)

where x is the 2 ´ P measurement set, with as many columns
as pixels P in the analysis region, s is the 2 ´ P source solution
set, and Ai, j is an invertible 2 × 2 matrix of “mixing
coefﬁcients” determined simultaneously with s.
As ﬁrst considered by Meidt et al. (2012a), ICA provides a way
to distinguish between the old stellar population that dominates the
light in the IRAC bands and additional emission present to varying
degrees (depending on the nature of the source), without a priori

3.3. Notation
For each of the two original input images we obtain two
source images, which we refer to as s1 and s2, providing a total
of four images (which we could in principle name s13.6 , s23.6m m
and s14.5, s2 4.5m m ). At either wavelength it will always hold that
(s1 + s2) = {original image}. However, since the two source
images at 4.5 m m are scaled replicas of the two source images
at 3.6 m m , with scalings set by the colors of the solutions
([3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 and [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 ), throughout the paper we
will, by default, refer to the 3.6 m m solutions as s1 and s2.

22

As a result of CO absorption in the 4.5 m m band, the metallicity dependence
of the [3.6]–[4.5] color identiﬁed by Meidt et al. (2014) is the reverse of that
exhibited by optical or optical-NIR colors; the [3.6]–[4.5] color becomes more
blue with increasing metallicity (see also Norris et al.).

4
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Figure 3. NGC 4254 as a prototypical example of the ICA decomposition of the 3.6 m m image into old stars (s1, left) and dust emission (s2, right). This is the
standard case for star-forming disk galaxies, with a dust color of [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 = 0.17 and ﬁnding a color of the old stellar component of [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 = -0.02 , in
max
= 10 MJy/sr,
agreement with the values expected for K and M giants. Here, and throughout the paper, s1 maps are shown in square root intensity scale, with I3.6
max
min
whereas s2 maps are displayed in linear scale, with I3.6
= 5 MJy/sr (in both cases I3.6
= 0 ).

With this notation, ICA typically separates the emission
arising from old stars (which we identify with s1) from dust
(s2), as is illustrated by Figure 3. The secondary emission that
arises from dust can have a number of physical origins,
covering different color ranges (see Table 1), but is always
redder than old stars in these bands, which allows ICA to
perform the separation into two distinct components.

with a reference in italics to the speciﬁc section where they are
discussed.
4.1. Deﬁning the ICA Solution Area
Because our implementation of ICA seeks to maximize the
non-Gaussianity of the source distributions (Hyvärinen &
Oja 2000), ICA is sensitive to extreme outliers in color, even if
these cover only a small region. This means that a few pixels
with very different color from the dominant color can bias the
whole solution (not only the area they cover), yielding an
unrepresentative separation of the original image into two
components. Consequently, properly masking any foreground
stars or background galaxies is particularly important.
We have developed a speciﬁc masking strategy that builds
on masks already available from S4G Pipeline 2, but includes
further corrections to ensure that bright regions belonging to
the galaxy are not masked in a ﬁrst attempt. Pipeline 2 masks
were developed primarily for galaxy photometric decompositions (Pipeline 4), and that is the reason why this subtle yet
important modiﬁcation is necessary to make the masks
applicable for our purposes here.
Speciﬁcally, we remove from the Pipeline 2 masks any
contiguous regions that are small (maximum area in pixels of
8000 Mpc2 d 2 ) and have colors -0.3 < [3.6] - [4.5] ∣orig
< 0.75, as they tend to be bright regions intrinsic to the target
galaxy (e.g., H II regions). The distance-dependent cut in size
corresponds to a radius of ∼150 pc, covering well even the
largest H II regions (see Whitmore et al. 2011), whereas the
color criterion matches roughly the range spanned by emission
from old stars and dust, leaving out saturated ﬁeld stars and
observational artifacts, which usually exhibit colors outside this
range.
Therefore, the set of pixels to which we apply ICA (the ICA
solution area) is deﬁned to contain all emission out to the edge
of the galaxy and avoid external sources such as ﬁeld stars and
background galaxies. The area is centered on the photometric
center deﬁned in Pipeline 3 and extends out to the
25.5 mag arcsec−2 isophote (Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2015, in
preparation), excluding the masked regions. At this early stage,

4. S4G PIPELINE 5
In this section we summarize our approach for applying the
ICA technique to the S4G sample, exploiting the powerful
resources available from S4G (images at 3.6 and 4.5 m m and
pipeline products). We introduce and describe our iterative
implementation of ICA, which is designed to ignore all pixels
that contain emission different from the dominant two (e.g.,
background galaxies, foreground stars), thus allowing ICA to
produce better results.
Given the size and diversity of the sample, it is not surprising
that there are some galaxies for which we cannot expect to
apply ICA under optimal conditions. In the same way that a
low signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) can degrade the quality of color
information that can be extracted from 2D images, low S/N
provides inadequate leverage on the spectral shapes of the two
components between 3.6 and 4.5 m m which is necessary for
ICA to obtain a robust solution. Our testing of the method
conﬁrms that ICA cannot correctly separate images into two
components when the average signal to noise is low.23
Therefore, we have adopted a conservative approach and apply
our pipeline only to those galaxies with average signal-to-noise
above S N > 10 .
Obtaining dust-free ﬂux maps in an automatic fashion with
ICA involves a number of steps (masking, second ICA
iteration, thresholding, postprocessing) that will be introduced
and justiﬁed in the present section. For clarity, the steps
involved in the pipeline are presented in a ﬂow chart (Figure 4),
23
Our analysis of the set of galaxies with S/N below 10 conﬁrms that S/N is a
major determinant in the quality of solutions; we ﬁnd that 67% of these cases
have solutions with an s1 component with colors outside the expected range for
old stars. We therefore leave out those galaxies with the poorest data quality,
by deﬁnition.

5
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Figure 4. Flow diagram showing the different steps involved in S4G Pipeline 5. The blocks shaded in light orange are executed in IDL, whereas the parts in light red
correspond to C++.

we also correct for PSF effects by convolving both images with
the IRAC 4.5–3.6 μm PSF kernel from Aniano et al. (2011).

calculating the weighted mean of the original color for the
pixels in our ICA solution area; the weights are chosen as the
inverse of the variances (wi = 1 si2 , where si is the original
color error, as described in Section 4.7). By adopting the
weighted mean we avoid the bias of low signal-to-noise
regions, from which color information is less reliable. A total of
376 galaxies in S4G (16% of the sample) have colors originally
compatible with old stars, and are therefore excluded from the
further ICA analysis.
Inspection of the 2D color maps conﬁrms very little
contamination from dust in galaxies where the original negative
color is consistent with that of old stars, although dust may not

4.2. Deciding Whether ICA Should be Applied
The expected color for an old stellar population of ages t ~
2–12 Gyr is -0.2 < [3.6]-[4.5] < 0 (see references in
Table 1). Some of the galaxies in S4G have original
[3.6]–[4.5] global colors in that range, which implies that they
are already compatible with an old stellar population. As shown
in Figure 2, an originally blue color is indicative of little to no
dust emission; we therefore do not apply ICA to these galaxies.
We have found that these cases can be best identiﬁed by
6
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be entirely absent. Still, we prefer not to run ICA in these cases,
since our testing suggests that more uncertainty in the old
stellar light map can be introduced under these circumstances
than if the non-stellar emission is simply retained. In particular,
we have found that when emission from dust becomes
negligible, the separation starts to be dominated by spatial
ﬂuctuations in the original color due to noise. As shown in
Appendix A, a low fractional dust contamination leads to the
largest errors on the stellar ﬂux obtained from the ICA
separation.

the details of this empirically optimized strategy are described
below (Section 4.3.1).
In our automatic pipeline, the second ICA iteration is
determined to be effective when the second ICA s2 is bluer
than the ﬁrst ICA s2 (i.e., the reddest sources have been
removed from the dust map). This is the case for 66% of the
objects, in which [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 is effectively reduced after the
second iteration and ICA2 is chosen. The improvement in the
solution for these cases is also associated with a decrease in the
2
color uncertainties (in 79% of those objects [3.6]-[4.5] ∣ICA
s2
ICA1
has a smaller uncertainty than [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 ). Even in these
cases, the fractional change to the total old stellar ﬂux (and,
thus, total mass) is not dramatic, typically on the order of ∼5%,
but of course this can locally become more signiﬁcant.
We have conﬁrmed that running a third iteration of ICA
would introduce a change which is negligible, smaller than the
uncertainty in 98% of the cases. Therefore, for simplicity, we
have only implemented two iterations in the ﬁnal pipeline.

4.3. Iterative ICA: Reducing the Number
of Sources of Emission
As described in Section 3.1, the primary non-stellar emission
detectable with ICA is in the form of a “diffuse dust”
component, i.e., a mixture of PAH and dust continuum. Some
galaxies also exhibit secondary non-stellar emission from hot
dust isolated in star-forming H II regions or near an active
nucleus. Even in these cases, it is most common that the diffuse
dust, which is spatially more extensive than the dust in H II
regions, dominates the ICA solution. But as the hot dust
regions are assigned a color that is unrepresentative (and, in
particular, less red than their true color), the ﬂux in this
secondary dust component can be overestimated (see Section 4.6 below).
In other cases (e.g., a high number of H II regions, or very
pervasive star formation), ICA will favor the hot dust. While
this may provide the best description of the non-stellar
emission in some galaxies (with genuinely more hot than
diffuse dust), often the emission from the diffuse dust
component is still present, but underestimated by ICA (since
it is assigned a color redder than its intrinsic value). As we are
more interested in isolating dust emission in the disk (tracing
star formation, heating from hot evolved stars, etc.), we prefer
to completely avoid these very red, hot dust-dominated regions
by performing a second iteration of ICA with the corresponding areas masked.
This same iterative process is useful in general for reducing
the number of sources of emission present in the solution area.
Extremely bright nuclear point-like sources have a very similar
effect on ICA solutions as the bright ﬁeld stars and background
galaxies described in Section 4.1. In some cases, they initially
completely dominate the secondary component identiﬁed with
ICA. Ignoring the central source helps ICA identify other types
of secondary sources of emission, as can be seen in Figure 5.
The relative contributions of the additional sources determines the degree to which ICA identiﬁes a realistic secondary
source. When, for example, the second component is
dominated by the diffuse dust emission, and hot dust appears
in only small localized H II regions, ICA successfully describes
the dominant source (in this case diffuse dust; see Meidt et al.
2012a, and Appendix B). This is close to the optimum
decomposition and is characteristic of most star-forming disk
galaxies. However, when the contributions of the two sources
become comparable (e.g., when they cover similarly sized
areas in the disk), ICA ﬁnds a compromise between the two. In
some cases, this compromise is an acceptable outcome, but it is
often possible to obtain a noticeably improved solution for one
of the components by running ICA again, now with pixels
containing the other source masked. This is conﬁrmed by the
tests described in Appendix A, and, for the interested reader,

4.3.1. Technical Details on Second Iteration, ICA2

In practice, all the pixels with original colors redder than the
global color of the dust component ([3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 ) are
selected. This is, by deﬁnition, equivalent to selecting the
pixels in which oversubtractions in the stellar map have
occurred (i.e., negative values in the stellar map after the ﬁrst
iteration of ICA). To prevent masking any spurious isolated red
pixels (i.e., those that arise from local ﬂuctuations at low
signal-to-noise), the regions identiﬁed as oversubtractions are
radially dilated by 1 pixel. We then check if, after the dilation,
contiguous pixels still correspond to a region with original
integrated color greater than [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 . If this is the case,
the given region will be masked for the second iteration.
Additionally, we analyze the distribution of ﬂuxes in the map
of dust and mask all the regions that are above 5s (σ meaning
now the standard deviation in the distribution of the identiﬁed
dust ﬂuxes) if a given contiguous region has an integrated color
that exceeds either [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 or an empirically set limit of
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣orig = 0.1.
Finally, to account for the reddest nuclear dust emission,
often related to active galactic nucleus (AGN) activity, we
perform one more modiﬁcation on the masks of the galaxies in
which the ﬁrst ICA solution had an s1 color redder than old
stars ([3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 > 0 ). Such a red s1 color indicates that the
spatially dominant diffuse dust emission has not yet been
removed with ICA, as an even redder nucleus is identiﬁed as
virtually the only component by ICA in the s2 map. Therefore,
in the second iteration, we mask the contiguous region in the s2
map which has the highest average ﬂux, provided that it covers
an area smaller than 200 px. This is about the maximum area
we can expect to be covered by the PSF (Aniano et al. 2011)
due to a point source; if the area is larger, we instead mask the
circular region with a diameter of 10 px that maximises the s2
ﬂux contained.
We conﬁrm that most of the galaxies with
1
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣ICA
> 0 can be attributed to AGN activity (55%
s1
of these are classiﬁed as AGN in Simbad, whereas the global
fraction of such AGN-classiﬁed galaxies in S4G is only 8%; see
Véron-Cetty & Véron 2010). A substantial portion of the
remaining 45% has, conversely, been identiﬁed to have nuclear
star formation (so-called H II nuclei). In any case, masking that
central region allows ICA to identify the more extended dust
emission, and in 70% of the objects, this second iteration
7
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Figure 5. Example of how a second iteration of ICA with extreme color and ﬂux outliers masked can reveal different components. Here, the ﬁrst (top) and second
(bottom) iterations are presented for NGC4258, a LINER galaxy. The left map corresponds to the old stellar ﬂux (s1), the central column represents the dust map (s2),
and the right column shows the mask used in each case (regions attenuated by 5 mag against the original 3.6 m m image). For the ﬁrst iteration, ICA ﬁnds a dust color
1
1
2
of [3.6]-[4.5] ∣ICA
= 0.697 and a stellar color of [3.6]-[4.5] ∣ICA
= -0.028. The second iteration effectively makes the dust color less red ([3.6]-[4.5] ∣ICA
=
s2
s1
s2
ICA 2
0.138), and the ﬁnal stellar color is then [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 = -0.063.

distributions centered around zero (some are shown in Figure 6
for illustrative purposes).
In light of the symmetric distribution of noise around zero,
we adopt a variable threshold, which we set to M times the
propagated map of uncertainties, where M is deﬁned by the
95th percentile in the noise distribution measured from the
negative pixels in s2 divided by the average propagated noise:

makes the s1 color match the expected values for an old
1
stellar population (shifting from [3.6]-[4.5] ∣ICA
> 0 to
s1
ICA 2
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 < 0 ).
4.4. Determining Signiﬁcant Secondary Emission:
Thresholding
ICA provides a solution for each pixel in the solution area
using information from all other pixels in the area. But not all
pixels contain a genuine secondary source; consequently, some
low-level noise is systematically introduced throughout the
analysis area. These low-level pixels can either be positive or
negative, since ICA does not impose non-negative solutions,
and they are clearly artiﬁcial, as they ﬂuctuate nearly uniformly
around zero. To prevent arbitrary removal (or addition) of ﬂux
from the stellar map, we conservatively impose a minimum
ﬂux of s2 above which the emission is arguably genuine. We
base our threshold on the map of propagated uncertainties,
which we are able to compute following the recipe described
and justiﬁed below.

æ 95th percentile of negatives ö
÷÷
flux threshold = çç çè
average propagated noise ÷÷ø
´ map of propagated noise.

(2)

As we assume that the distribution of negative pixels is
representative of the global noise distribution, such that a
symmetrical cut in the 95th percentile toward positive values
removes all negative noise and also 95% of the artiﬁcially
introduced positive noise. What is left is primarily the
signiﬁcant emission in s2.
The ﬂuxes at these threshold locations are returned back to
the map s1, which, as a result, once again becomes identical to
the original image for those positions. We note that some
genuinely identiﬁed low-level dust emission may be returned to
the stellar map. (At low ﬂux values, where the distributions of
genuine dust emission and noise overlap, there is no way to
uniquely determine their true contributions.) In effect, we
modify the picture of the old stellar light map supplied by the
original image by removing ﬂux only if we are conﬁdent that it
corresponds to dust emission. This prevents the introduction of
additional structure by artiﬁcially removing ﬂux consistent with
noise.

4.4.1. Technical Details on Thresholding

We deﬁne the threshold relative to the map of propagated
uncertainties, with the additional simple assumption that the
noise randomly introduced by ICA is symmetric about zero. In
principle, there is no mechanism within ICA that should
asymmetrically bias the noise toward positive values, and this
is conﬁrmed by the histograms of the ﬂux distribution of s2
over areas where no dust emission is expected (e.g., in the
outermost part of the galaxy). For a randomly selected sample
of galaxies, these histograms are indeed very symmetric
8
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Figure 6. Histograms showing the ﬂux distribution on areas of s2 where virtually no dust emission is expected (i.e., the noise distribution). It follows a highly
symmetrical distribution around zero, based on which we deﬁne a threshold to remove noise from our ﬁnal maps (threshold set by the red vertical line, the 95th
percentile of the negative noise distribution).

the ﬁrst case, when pixels contain dust with redder colors than
the ICA [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 color and these are unmasked, the
solution overestimates the true secondary ﬂux in these pixels.
This manifests itself in oversubtractions on the stellar ﬂux map,
which we ﬁnd to be an acceptable price to pay for the high
quality with which a larger fraction of the dust emission can be
described with ICA. In these cases we opt to linearly
interpolate over the regions of oversubtraction, which are
typically small, effectively ﬁlling them in with information
about the old stellar light from neighboring pixels.
A second case arises when those red regions have been
masked in the second iteration (i.e., regions with the reddest
dust emission). Since we do not want to leave that extra ﬂux in
the stellar map, we also linearly interpolate over all those
masked regions (since they are typically of the order of a few
pixels). The map of dust emission is then adjusted in this case,
by taking the difference between the original image and the
adjusted old stellar map.
Naturally, the colors of the sources are also recalculated after
these slight ﬂux modiﬁcations.

4.5. Choosing the Best Solution
Because ICA optimally separates two sources in two images,
the second iteration, for which the number of sources has been
reduced, supplies in principle our best solution. In practice, this
translates into a dust color which becomes less red after the
second iteration, as a combination of hot dust, evolved star
regions and possibly red nuclei have been masked, to converge
on a color representative of the spatially dominant diffuse dust
emission.
However, when the second iteration returns solutions that are
unphysical (i.e., the ICA colors of one or both sources fall
outside the range of colors expected for old stars or dust
emission, or the identiﬁed dust color turns redder after the
second iteration), then we take this as an indication that the
solution has been biased by the masking of noisy pixels rather
than by a true additional secondary source. The solution from
the ﬁrst iteration is chosen in this case (34% of the cases).
4.6. Solution Postprocessing
Independently of the choice of solution, a posteriori
processing is necessary, as the light from old stars will be
over- or under-estimated in pixels containing dust properties
that deviate from the dominant ones. There are two cases when
we choose to adjust a posteriori the information in map s1. In

4.7. Quantifying Uncertainties
Several uncertainties combine to set the level of accuracy
that we can obtain in our maps of the distribution of old stellar
light, due to both systematic and measurement errors. For
9
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Table 2
Uncertainties Involved in the Pipelinea
Uncertainty

Typical Value (mag)

Error of original global color
ICA bootstrapping error
Propagated photometric error [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1
2nd iteration change on [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1

0.001
0.074
0.028
0.036

tests presented in the appendices conﬁrm the meaningfulness of
these uncertainties.
The s1 color change associated with the second iteration is
typically of the order of ∼0.04 mag. Interestingly, in 88% of the
cases, this color change is well constrained by the initial ICA
bootstrap uncertainty (i.e., the change occurs within the s1
color error bar). Taking this into account, and considering the
typical values listed in Table 2, we can state that the ICA
boostrap error is the dominant source of uncertainty, and
provides a good estimate of how accurate our solutions are (see
Appendix B).

Note.
a
Typical values understood as the median values of the distributions.

clarity, Table 2 summarizes the typical values of the different
uncertainties involved.
The 3.6 and 4.5 m m images on which we base our separation
have photometric uncertainties, which propagate through the
ICA method into the ﬁnal maps we produce. The original
photometric uncertainties are quantiﬁed via the sigma maps
(s1, s2 ) that we obtain from the S4G weight maps and,
according to Equation (1), they propagate in to the following
uncertainties:
2
s11
=

ZP 2
é s 2 + Dsky2
1
ê 1
10 0.8(cs1) - 10 0.8(cs2) ë
öù
10 0.8(cs2) æç 2
+
s2 + Dsky22 ÷÷÷ úú,
ç
÷ø ú
ZP 2 ççè
û

(

4.8. Quality Flagging
To account for the varying quality of solutions, ﬂags are
provided along with the ﬁnal products. Flagging has been
independently performed by two of the authors (Sharon Meidt,
Miguel Querejeta) and an external classiﬁer (Emer Brady),
according to well-deﬁned criteria.
1. Is the physical distribution of the identiﬁed dust in
accordance with the signatures that appear in the
color map?
2. Are there signiﬁcant oversubtractions in the map of old
stellar ﬂux?
3. Are there any artifacts that prevent ICA from obtaining a
correct solution?

)
(3)

Three quality ﬂags have been established: 1—excellent, 2—
acceptable, 3—bad, and the statistical mode is chosen as the
ﬁnal classiﬁcation (cases in which all three classiﬁers disagree
have been revised and individually discussed). Depending on
the speciﬁc application of the mass maps, only those galaxies
classiﬁed as either 1 or both 1 and 2 will be suitable; also, some
of the solutions classiﬁed as 3—bad correspond to galaxies in
which the input data was contaminated by artifacts (e.g., mux
bleeds or saturated PSFs), and a personalized case-by-case
treatment of the masks can potentially improve the quality of
those solutions (but we have not done it to avoid introducing a
subjective component, and for homogeneity of the pipeline
results).
It should be noted that, within the group of more than 1200
galaxies that constitute our ﬁnal science sample (Section 6),
very few have the bad quality ﬂag, “3” (only 3.5%). This is, to
a great extent, because we have conservatively excluded from
the analysis all galaxies with low S/N, which systematically
lead to solutions of poorer quality.

and
2
s12
=

ZP 2
é s 2 + Dsky2
1
ê 1
10 0.8(cs2) - 10 0.8(cs1) ë
öù
10 0.8(cs1) æç 2
+
s2 + Dsky22 ÷÷÷ úú,
ç
÷ø ú
ZP 2 ççè
û

(

)
(4)

where ZP = 280.9 179.7, cs1 = [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1, cs2 =
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣s2 , and Dsky1 and Dsky2 refer to the uncertainties
in the determination of the sky for a given galaxy in each of the
bands. In particular, there are two sky uncertainties computed
within S4G Pipeline 3: one reﬂects Poisson noise, while the
other refers to the large-scale background errors (rms
calculated within and among different sky boxes; MuñozMateos et al. 2013, see also Muñoz-Mateos et al. 2009 for a
detailed discussion). Our global estimate of the sky error is
calculated as Dsky =

Dsky 2Poisson + Dsky 2large scale , which

has a typical (median) value of 0.013 MJy/sr for both bands.
Here, we neglect any uncertainties associated to the photometric zero points.
There is also uncertainty intrinsic to the ICA method, namely
the reliability or uniqueness of a solution identiﬁed in any
given measurement set. Our algorithm includes a quantiﬁcation
of the uniqueness of the solution by performing ICA on each
measurement set N times, each time with a different initial seed
matrix of mixing coefﬁcients (bootstrapping). Perturbations to
the initial seed are ﬁxed for all galaxies in the sample and
represent N possible realistic mixtures of old stars and dust
emission. Optimally, ICA quickly converges to its ﬁnal
solution independent of the initial seed (Meidt et al. 2012a).
The range of ﬁnal mixing coefﬁcients sets the uncertainty on
the ﬁnal average solution, and this ICA color uncertainty
corresponds typically to values of order ∼0.07 mag. The ICA

5. STELLAR MASS MAPS AND PRODUCTS RELEASED
The dust-free ﬂux maps that we produce with our Pipeline 5
can be directly converted into mass maps by choosing the
appropriate M/L and assumed distance. In Section 5.1 we refer
to a possible strategy to choose M/L, including the necessary
conversions into appropriate units. In Section 5.2 the product
release of S4G Pipeline 5 is described.
5.1. Converting to Stellar Mass Maps
Using the IRAC zero magnitude ﬂux density at 3.6 and
4.5 μm , ZP3.6 μm = 280.9 Jy and ZP4.5 μm = 179.7 Jy (Reach et
al. 2005), and the corresponding absolute magnitude of the
Sun, M3.6 = 3.24 mag (Oh et al. 2008), we obtain the
10
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Table 3
Fraction of S4G Galaxies to Which ICA has been Applied

following relationship for the 3.6 μm IRAC band:
1 MJy sr = 704.04 L pc .
2

(5)

Starting from an ICA-corrected ﬂux surface density measurement S3.6 μm in Spitzer units of MJy/sr, the stellar mass
contained by a pixel (0.75′′) can be obtained as

Group/Class
4

All S G
Good P3 dataa
Low S/N: discarded
Little dust: ICA not
applied
ICA applied

2
æ M L 3.6 μ m ö
æ S3.6 μ m ö æ D ö
M
÷÷ .
÷
÷
ç
ç
= 9308.23 ´ ç
÷÷ ´ ç
÷÷ ´ ççç
÷
çè MJy sr ÷ø çè Mpc ÷ø
M
çè M L ÷ø

(6)

For a detailed discussion on how to choose the optimal
3.6 m m M/L, the reader is referred to Meidt et al. (2014) and
Norris et al.. Here we adopt a single M/L = 0.6 (assuming a
Chabrier IMF), which according to both sets of authors can
convert the 3.6 m m old stellar ﬂux (with dust removed) into
stellar mass with an accuracy of ∼0.1 dex. Given that the
dependence on age and metallicity of the M/L at 3.6 m m is
relatively small for old stellar populations, Meidt et al. (2014)
advocate for this constant M/L and its uncertainty assuming a
universal age–metallicity relation, together with the constraint
on metallicity (and thus age) provided by the [3.6]–[4.5] color.
Following an independent, empirical strategy, Norris et al.
argue for a comparable value, without invoking such an
argument. A M/L of 0.6 is also found to be representative in
stellar population synthesis models, extended to the wavelength
range of 2.5–5 μm using empirical stellar spectra by Röck et al.

Number of
Galaxies

Fractiona

Criterion

2352
2308
644
376

L
100%
28.0%
16.3%

L
L
S N < 10
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣orig,weighted < 0

1288

55.8%

[3.6]-[4.5] ∣orig,weighted > 0

1. s1 compatible
with old stars
2. s1 incompatible
with old stars

1251

54.2%

-0.2 < [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 < 0

37

1.6%

rest

Total good
mass maps

1627

70.5%

L

Note.
a
At the time of running our pipeline, not all of S4G galaxies had Pipeline 3
(P3) data available; the ones that failed at P3 are typically those with the
poorest data quality, and even if some have been added later on, we prefer not
to include them in the analysis, as they are few and likely problematic. The
fraction of total is therefore referred to the 2308 galaxies with good P3 data at
the moment we ran this Pipeline 5.

low (typically below ~15%). We have shown (see Appendix
A) that uncertainties become large under those conditions, and
we risk incurring a larger error by inaccurately removing the
dust emission present, if any, than not correcting for it.
In fact, the group of 376 galaxies with original blue colors to
which we do not apply ICA is clearly dominated by early-type
galaxies. The majority (201 galaxies) are ellipticals or S0s, and
the rest are predominantly early-type spirals. For those earlytype galaxies, based on scaling relations from longer
wavelengths, we can assume a maximum fraction of ﬂux due
to dust of ~15%, which constrains the maximum global error
due to not applying a dust correction (see Appendix A).
Once galaxies with low signal to noise and original blue
colors have been excluded, the optimized algorithm explained
in Section 4 has been applied to the rest of the S4G sample,
which includes galaxies across the whole Hubble sequence,
covering a wide range of masses and SFRs. This extends the
work by Meidt et al. (2012a) to a much broader range of galaxy
types and observational characteristics. Table 3 summarizes the
different groups of galaxies that we have just mentioned.
We ﬁnd that, after applying ICA, 1251 galaxies have s1
colors compatible with those expected for old stars,
-0.2 < [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 < 0. The former range matches the
colors expected for K and M giants (see Meidt et al. 2014, and
as observed in old, dust-free E/S0 galaxies, Peletier et al. 2012,
and in globular clusters, Norris et al.). Only 37 galaxies have
ﬁnal s1 colors that do not match the range expected for old
stars. Adding the (mainly early-type) galaxies to which we did
not apply ICA because they already had original colors
compatible with old stars, this means that we have a total of
more than 1600 galaxies with good mass maps.
Figure 7 shows the distribution of the galaxies in our ﬁnal
ICA-corrected catalog according to distance, morphological
type and SFRs, proving that it covers a representative range in
all three properties. For reference, the distribution of galaxies to
which we did not apply ICA due to original colors compatible
with old stars is overlaid in red, and an empty black line shows
the global distributions for the entire S4G.

5.2. Public Data Products
To give users the opportunity to choose their preferred
distance and M/L, we release the map of the old stellar ﬂux
(map s1), along with the dust map (s2). To allow for the choice
of a spatially varying M/L, we also provide a color map for the
old stars. This color map conserves the original [3.6]–[4.5]
color in all pixels without non-stellar emission (i.e., where
s2 = 0 after thresholding), and [3.6]-[4.5] ∣s1 elsewhere.
Additionally, the quality ﬂags, colors and integrated ﬂuxes of
each component are made public in a table format.
Our recommended post-processing strategy is explained in
Section 4.6, which includes interpolation over masked areas.
However, a myriad of interpolation techniques exist, and some
users may even prefer to leave all the original ﬂux unchanged
for those regions. Therefore, we also provide the masks used,
making it possible for different strategies to be applied. In a
ﬁnal step, for aesthetical purposes, dust maps have been
smoothed in the areas of signiﬁcant dust emission using a
Gaussian kernel of s = 2 px and conserving total ﬂux between
s1 and s2, but unsmoothed maps are available upon request.
The release of Pipeline 5 products takes place on the NASA/
IPAC Infrared Science Archive (IRSA).
6. FINAL SAMPLE WITH ICA SOLUTIONS
In Section 4 we introduced an initial cut in signal-to-noise to
make sure that we apply ICA in a regime in which it can
perform correctly. Excluding all galaxies with S N < 10 made
667 objects be initially discarded. Additionally, it was
explained in Section 4.2 that 376 galaxies from S4G (16.3%
of total) have original colors which are already compatible with
an old stellar population. On those objects, and using the
weighted mean of the original color to discriminate, we do not
apply ICA, given that the fractional contamination from dust is
11
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Figure 7. Histograms showing the distances, morphological types and star formation rates spanned by the galaxies in our science sample (blue). Overplotted in red is
the distribution of the galaxies to which ICA was not applied (compatible with old stars). The global S4G distributions are shown by the empty black histograms.

Figure 8. Fraction of total observed 3.6 m m ﬂux arising from old stars as a function of Hubble type. The open circles located at Fstars Ftotal » 0.85 correspond to the
galaxies with original blue colors to which ICA was not applied; they are included here as lower limits for reference (maximum expected contamination of 15%, see
Appendix A; thickness and darkness of arrows are proportional to the number of galaxies in each bin). We see that contamination becomes more severe toward later T,
tracking an increase in dust content until the latest types, where dust and PAHs are fewer. The gray squares joined by a continuous line represent the running medians
in each bin, excluding lower limits, while the squares joined by a dotted line are the equivalent considering the lower limits.

7. RESULTS

both upper and lower outliers. Moreover, these are only global
estimates, and these values can be signiﬁcantly higher in
individual star-forming regions, as shown by Meidt et al.
(2012a). To account for completeness, we include as lower
limits the galaxies to which ICA was not applied due to original
blue colors (compatible with old stars, which implies little dust
emission): they are shown as gray arrows marking the upper
limit of 15% contamination that is estimated in Appendix A
(and the arrow thickness is proportional to the number of
galaxies per bin).

7.1. Trends with Hubble Type
Here we explore how the stellar ﬂux fraction (s1/total) changes
as a function of Hubble type (Figure 8). We can see that the
observed 3.6 m m ﬂux becomes a poorer tracer of stellar mass as
the Hubble type increases, because dust emission becomes more
signiﬁcant. This contamination from dust increases slightly toward
late-type galaxies, as shown by the running medians, and seems to
decrease again for the latest Hubble types.
The reason for this ﬁnal decline in contamination is probably
due to the fact that very late-type galaxies tend to have less dust
as they have lower metallicity. For standard spiral galaxies
(Sa-Sc), the stellar component contributes ∼70%–80% of the
ﬂux (i.e., as much as 20%–30% is coming from dust), with

7.2. Trends with SFR
In an attempt to investigate the main driver behind the
varying ﬂux fraction due to old stars at 3.6 m m , in Figure 9 we
12
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Figure 9. Fractional contribution from old stars to total 3.6 m m ﬂux as a function of speciﬁc star formation rate: there is a clear trend between fractional s1 and SSFR,
as it can be seen by the almost monotonic drop of the running mean (the width of the running median is the bin size, and height measures the standard deviation of
points in each bin). The points represent all galaxies with ICA solutions compatible with old stars and SFR measurements available (a total of 819 galaxies).

plot that same quantity (F3.6,stars Ftotal ) as a function of the
speciﬁc star formation rates (SSFRs), and ﬁnd a declining
correlation. We calculate SSFRs as the SFRs divided by our
stellar mass, which is derived from the 3.6 m m ﬂux corrected
for dust with a M/L = 0.6, and integrated within the
25.5 mag arcsec−2 isophote. The SFRs come from IRAS 60 and
100 m m ﬂuxes (the weighted average of the values reported in
NED), following the recipe from Larsen & Richtler (2000).
Therefore, the subsample shown in Figure 9 is all S4G galaxies
with ICA solutions compatible with old stars (within their
uncertainties) and with availability of SFRs, which makes a
total of 819 galaxies. Galaxies with higher SSFRs have on
average higher fractional contamination from dust, which
makes the fractional ﬂux due to stars drop (see running median
in Figure 9).
Finally, there is no obvious trend of dust emission fraction
with SFR alone: the SFR relative to the total mass of the galaxy
(SSFR) is a better ﬁrst-order indicator of how much ﬂux is
arising from dust and not from old stars at 3.6 m m .

by the total original luminosity in the analysis area. The stellar
mass is calculated by multiplying the total luminosity in the s1
map by a constant mass to light ratio 0.6M L  (Meidt
et al. 2014), and divided by the total original luminosity within
our area of analysis. It is important to note here that the
abscissa is the original integrated color that would be available,
for instance, to an observer that cannot spatially resolve a
galaxy; this is different from the weighted mean color (based
on the pixel-to-pixel photometric uncertainty) that we used to
discriminate which galaxies to apply ICA to in the ﬁrst step of
our pipeline.
Overplotted in Figure 10 as a thick, continuous line is the
regression
to
the
data
points
in
the
range
-0.1 < [3.6] - [4.5] < 0.15, which provides the calibration
log(M L ) = - 0.339(  0.057) ´ ([3.6] - [4.5])
- 0.336(  0.002).

(7)

We can also express this in the following equivalent form,
which provides stellar mass in terms of the measured 3.6 and
4.5 μm ﬂux densities (expressed in Jy) and the distance (in
Mpc):

7.3. Global Stellar Mass Estimates at 3.6 m m
We have successfully isolated for old stellar emission the
3.6 m m images of more than 1600 galaxies in S4G, which
provides us with an unprecedentedly large sample of stellar
mass estimates for nearby galaxies. This statistically powerful
tool allows us to produce an empirical calibration of the M/L
and its scatter as a function of observed original color of the
galaxy.
Our empirical effective M/L as a function of [3.6]–[4.5]
global color is shown in Figure 10. This is the M/L required to
convert the uncorrected 3.6 micron ﬂux—including both stellar
and non-stellar emission—into stellar mass, calculated by
dividing the stellar mass implied by the s1 map for each galaxy

1.85

æF ö
M
* = 108.35 ´ çç 3.6 ÷÷
çè Jy ÷÷ø
M

-0.85

æF ö
´ çç 4.5 ÷÷÷
çè Jy ÷ø

2

æ D ö
÷÷ .
´ çç
çè Mpc ÷÷ø

(8)

The decreasing trend in Figure 10 suggests that color is indeed
a good ﬁrst-order indicator of the level of contamination and,
therefore, of the M/L for a given galaxy. The impact of
contamination on the M/L is demonstrated by the color-coding
based on SSFRs: since high SSFRs are typically associated
with redder galaxies (see color coding in Figure 9), this
provides a physical connection to the trend found in Figure 10.
13
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Figure 10. Our empirical mass-to-light ratio is obtained by multiplying the total ﬂux in our dust-free maps by the M/L 3.6 mm = 0.6 (M L ) suggested by Meidt et al.
(2014), and dividing it by the total original 3.6 m m ﬂux inside the ICA solution area. This is plotted against the original [3.6]–[4.5] color (obtained from the integrated
3.6 and 4.5 m m ﬂuxes within our area of analysis, which makes this differ from the weighted mean color that we used to discriminate to which galaxies we apply
ICA). The galaxies with original negative weighted mean colors to which we did not apply ICA are shown with gray open circles for reference, with a constant M/L
3.6 m m = 0.6 (M L  ). The color-coding shows that there is some trend with SSFR, as it could be expected from Figure 9: it is the dustiest galaxies with highest SSFRs
that most signiﬁcantly diverge from the constant value of M/L = 0.6. Running medians are shown on top, in color intervals of 0.025 (the vertical length is the standard
deviation of points in each bin). The linear ﬁt is obtained using FITEXY in the range -0.1 < [3.6]-[4.5] < 0.15.

Galaxies in which star formation is relatively more prominent
(higher SSFRs) have more dust emission in these bands,
leading to redder colors and thus also requiring a lower M/L to
convert the light into mass.
While Figure 10 suggests that the color can be used to
constrain the effective M/L, there is still considerable scatter at
ﬁxed [3.6]–[4.5] color. We therefore recommend adopting an
uncertainty of∼0.2 dex on our empirical relation, which also
accounts for the 0.1 dex uncertainty associated with our
adopted stellar M/L (see Section 5.1). (We note, however, that
a method that can correctly remove dust emission, such as the
one that we have presented here, should be the preferred
approach for esimating stellar masses.)
Our relation between the effective M/L and [3.6]–[4.5] color,
calibrated using our optimal stellar mass estimates, compares
well with other relations in the literature. As part of the WISE
Enhanced Resolution Galaxy Atlas, Jarrett et al. (2013) also
found a declining correlation between W1 and W2 color (the
3.4 and 4.6 m m WISE bands) and M/L at 3.6 m m , based on their
observational stellar mass estimates of a few (∼15) galaxies.
Figure 11 shows that the slope that we ﬁnd is considerably
shallower, based on a sample nearly 100 times larger. In this
plot we show DM L in order to highlight the IMF-independent

Figure 11. Linear ﬁt to the effective M/L measured after removing dust
emission from the S4G galaxies is plotted, along with the running medians,
relative to the purely stellar M/L 3.6 mm = 0.6 (M L ) from Meidt et al. (2014).
Here, we compare against the trend found by Jarrett et al. (2013), which is
shown with a dotted line, and the color-dependent M/L 3.6 mm from Eskew et al.
(2012), with a dashed line. For this comparison, all relations have been
normalized so that log(M/L) = 0 at [3.6]–[4.5] = 0.
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slopes of each relation and avoid differences in vertical offset
due to choice of the IMF.
We also ﬁnd good agreement with the stellar M/L estimated by
Eskew et al. (2012). Using a different method, based on spatially
resolved star formation histories (SFHs) in the LMC, they
calibrated a conversion between 3.6 and 4.5 m m ﬂuxes and
stellar mass. This can be translated into an equivalent colordependent M/L (log M L = -0.74([3.6] - [4.5]) - 0.236),
which is overplotted on Figure 11, also normalized so that log
(M/L) = 0 at [3.6]–[4.5] = 0.
It is remarkable that, in spite of the very different method used,
their declining slope is very similar to the ﬁt to our data. Finally,
it is also worth mentioning that McGaugh & Schombert (2014)
recently point to a constant M L 3.6 m m = 0.47, with a scatter of
0.1 dex, which is also compatible with our result.

-0.339(0.057) ´ ([3.6]-[4.5]) - 0.336(0.002), for an
assumed M/L 3.6 m m = 0.6 M L  for the old stellar population.
The correlation shows a large scatter, however, which points out
the necessity to apply a method like the one we have described if
higher precision is required, or if one is interested in the spatial
distribution of such stellar mass.
In conclusion, we have produced maps which reliably trace
the old stellar ﬂux for a large fraction of the S4G sample. These
maps, which trace the distribution of stellar mass, will be made
publicly available through IRSA (along with the S4G archive),
providing a powerful tool for the astronomical community.
Additionally, we have outlined a strategy to remove dust
emission from mid-IR images, and analyzed the requirements
for a successful application. This could be relevant for similar
studies that aim to exploit Spitzer archival data, and,
eventually, with the advent of the James Webb Space
Telescope, this technique should prove very useful to push
spatially resolved galaxy mass estimations further to higher
redshifts.

8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have developed a pipeline to obtain maps of the ﬂux
from old stars for the 3.6 m m images in the Spitzer Survey of
Stellar Structure in Galaxies (S4G). Following two different
approaches, Meidt et al. (2014) and Norris et al. have shown
that the M/L for old stars at 3.6 m m varies modestly with the
age and metallicity of the population, so that a constant M/L is
applicable with an uncertainty of ∼0.1 dex. Therefore, when
only old stars contribute to the ﬂux at 3.6 m m , a simple rescaling of the corresponding dust-free S4G image effectively
constitutes a stellar mass map. However, this is complicated by
the fact that dust emission usually contributes a signiﬁcant
fraction of that ﬂux (∼10%–30%); therefore, a way to
automatically correct for this dust emission is highly desirable.
At the core of our method is the application of an
ICA technique, ﬁrst presented in Meidt et al. (2012a), to
remove dust emission from these bands. We simultaneously
use the information from the 3.6 and 4.5 m m images, which
are uniformly available for the whole S4G sample.
Old stars (age t ~ 2–12 Gyr) have colors in the range
-0.2 < [3.6]-[4.5] ∣stars < 0 , whereas dust corresponds to
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣dust > 0 , and this difference in SED allows ICA
to separate both components. Our method results in an
unbiased view of the ﬂux from old stars, which can then be
readily used to chart the stellar mass distribution.
Some galaxies in S4G have original colors which are
already compatible with an old stellar population, but they
are the exception rather than the rule (376, 16% of the
sample). These are preferentially early-type galaxies, and
they have little dust emission: we therefore do not run ICA on
them. We also exclude from the ICA analysis all galaxies
with average signal to noise below S N < 10, to make sure
that we apply our pipeline in a regime in which ICA can
perform correctly.
For 1251 galaxies (54% of the overall sample), ICA is able
to ﬁnd a trustworthy separation into dust emission and old stars.
For these galaxies, stars typically contribute 70%–90% of the
ﬂux at 3.6 m m , with dust contamination peaking at T ~ 5. This
dust contamination shows a strong correlation with SSFRs,
conﬁrming that the dust emission that we are correcting for is
mostly related to star formation.
We have also proﬁted from the statistical power of such a large
sample of accurate mass estimates to calibrate a relationship
between the observed [3.6]–[4.5] color and the empirical
M /L 3.6 m m that should be applied to obtain the same stellar
masses as we measure. Our regression line is log(M L ) =
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APPENDIX A
ROBUSTNESS OF ICA SOLUTIONS FOR S4G IMAGES
In order to quantify the conditions under which ICA
retrieves robust solutions, we have constructed a set of models
representing realistic distributions of stars and dust in nearby
galaxies. These models cover a range of dust colors and
fractional dust ﬂux contributions, and also allow for the
inclusion of a third component that emulates hot dust in H II
regions. We consider the latter of such models in order to
demonstrate the improvement to solutions possible when a
second ICA iteration is applied in the presence of a second nonstellar source (three sources in total; see Section 4.3).
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Figure 12. Difference between the s1 (left) and s2 (right) colors identiﬁed by ICA and the original color of stars and dust in the models as a function of dust input
color. Models where ICA would not have been applied due to original blue colors are shown in gray.

-0.05 < [3.6]-[4.5] < 0.20 (if we exclude the 5% tail at
the upper and lower ends).

A.2 Controlling Parameters
We run a total of 60 tests per galaxy, covering the total dust
color range 0.2 ⩽ [3.6]-[4.5] ⩽ 0.7 in steps of 0.1, and
varying the fractional contribution of dust by 10%, 20%,
30%, and 40%. We also explore the dependence on the dust
spatial distribution by repeating each battery of experiments on
four different galaxy models; for reference, models 1 through 4
are based on NGC 2976, NGC 3184, NGC 4321, and
NGC 5194, respectively.
A.2.1 Relative Color Difference Between s1 and s2

As explained above, we have ﬁxed the stellar color to
[3.6]-[4.5] ∣stars = -0.12. In testing we have found that only
the relative difference between the colors imposed for the dust
and stars impacts the colors determined by ICA for a given
model; tests with a stellar color −0.02 return identical results to
those presented below when the [3.6]-[4.5] ∣dust in the model is
also shifted by 0.10.

Figure 13. Difference between the corrected stellar ﬂuxes found by ICA and
the stellar ﬂux imposed on each of model, as a function of the imposed dust
color. Symbol sizes are proportional to the dust contamination fraction, and
different colors correspond to models based on different galaxies. Gray circles
are those models that lead to original (weighted) mean colors that are negative,
which means that we would not have applied ICA to them.

A.1 Input Parameters and Models

A.2.2 Fractional Contribution of Dust Emission

We conduct our tests by creating two-dimensional realistic
distributions of the emission from old stars and dust. As input
models we utilize the spatial distributions of the components s1
(old stellar light) and s2 (dust emission) identiﬁed with ICA
for four galaxies that cover a range in morphology. For these
speciﬁc galaxies, the s1 and s2 components were shown to be
representative of old stars and dust in Meidt et al. (2012b).
Based on these, our model input maps at 3.6 and 4.5 m m are
generated in the following way: (a) the color of old stars is
ﬁxed at [3.6]–[4.5] = −0.12; (b) the color of dust is varied
between [3.6]–[4.5] = 0 and [3.6]–[4.5] = 0.6; (c) the fractional
contribution of dust emission to the total ﬂux is varied from 5%
to 40%.
In each case, we veriﬁed that the resulting colors of each of
the combined s1+s2 models are consistent with the observed
colors in the S4G sample, which cover the range

The maximum fractional contribution of dust to the total ﬂux
that we impose, 40%, is motivated by the fact that we do not
expect larger dust contributions in real galaxies. Following
Bendo et al. (2008), we obtain an estimate of the PAH ﬂuxes at
8 m m based on 160 m m measurements from Galametz et al.
(2012). We then calculate the possible range corresponding to
those values at 3.6 m m following Flagey et al. (2006). That
provides the possible dust ﬂuxes at 3.6 m m , and for that sample
of galaxies, we also obtain the total 3.6 m m ﬂuxes from NED
(as the weighted mean of the available values, using the quoted
uncertainties). This allows us to set an upper limit of 40% to
the fractional contribution of dust ﬂux for star-forming spirals
(but that is a rare upper limit; the typical values range 20%–
25%). Using the fact that I160 m m correlates well with the
fdust fstars parameter, we can make use of the fractions fdust fstars
from Skibba et al. (2010) to conclude that the fractional
16
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Figure 14. Plots showing the effect of including a third component of redder colors in the models, and how our second iteration of ICA alleviates that problem. Left
column: ﬁrst iteration, ICA1; right column: second iteration, ICA2. Top: difference between s2 color and the color imposed on the spatially extended dust, as a function
of the color imposed on H II regions; bottom: same difference as a function of the color imposed on the spatially extended dust.

contribution of dust ﬂux for early-type galaxies (T ⩽ 0 ) is a
factor of 3 lower than for late-type galaxies, which corresponds
to an upper limit of »15%.
In addition, in Section 4.2 we introduced our criterion to
exclude galaxies with original blue colors from the ICA
analysis, as it is an indication that those galaxies are already
compatible with an old stellar population. To account for this,
in Figure 13 we identify the models in which that criterion is
met with a different color.

models are based (highlighting the effect of two-dimensional
dust distribution). Most striking is the clear trend for increased
scatter in the ICA-determined dust colors (and stellar colors,
although less so) when the “intrinsic” dust colors are redder.
ICA underestimates the dust color more severely for low
contamination fractions, and, conversely, it tends to overestimate the stellar color (but not as much) at the highest
contamination fractions.
However, as shown in Figure 13, this large uncertainty in
dust and stellar colors does not necessarily imply larger
uncertainties in the estimation of ﬂuxes. Plotted there is the
difference between the stellar ﬂux imposed on the model and
the total ﬂux in the s1 map retrieved by ICA for all possible
combinations of dust colors and contamination fractions in our
model grids. Flux uncertainties in both components are
sensitive to the relative stellar and dust ﬂuxes (i.e., the level
of dust contamination) but this tends to be balanced by an
additional dependence on the actual difference between the
stellar and dust colors. As we are ultimately interested in the

A.3 Findings
The difference between the stellar and dust colors imposed
on each model and the s1 and s2 colors found by ICA are
shown in Figure 12, as a function of the dust color of the
model. To improve the visibility of the plotted data points, we
introduce a small artiﬁcial random scatter around each discrete
dust color value (a random dithering within ±0.05). The
symbol size of each point is proportional to the dust fraction,
while the colors denote the original galaxy on which the
17
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error in the corrected stellar ﬂuxes found by ICA, Figure 13
suggests that ICA can perform quite well. We note that many of
the models exhibit original (weighted) mean [3.6]–[4.5] colors
that are negative, so that we would not have applied ICA to
them (see Section 4.2). Here we see that it is reasonable to
exclude such galaxies from the analysis given that their low
contamination fraction and/or very low dust colors (both of
which can produce original colors [3.6]-[4.5] < 0 ) lead to the
highest uncertainties.
Figure 13 also shows that most models lead to ﬁnal
uncertainties in ﬂux within 10%, with some outliers covering
a band up to 20% of uncertainty. However, these are mainly
associated with the highest contamination fractions in our
models (40%), and such extreme contamination from dust can
be only very rarely expected (it is the upper limit for starforming spirals, as argued in Section A.2.2).
Additionally, these tests conﬁrm that the ICA uncertainties
determined through the bootstrap method are reliable measures
of the errors in color. This bootstrap uncertainty is obtained by
running ICA based on 48 different seeds (different starting
points in s1 and s2 colors). According to our models, in 94.6%
of cases the difference in stellar color was well conﬁned by the
bootstrap uncertainty, conﬁrming its meaningfulness.

which is relieved by the iterative ICA approach that we have
constructed.
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APPENDIX B
EFFECT OF SECOND ICA ITERATION
Given the possibility that more than one emitting dust
component may be present (and, in particular, for H II regions
in addition to the nominal diffuse dust component), we have
implemented a second iteration of ICA (Section 4.3) aimed at
removing the reddest emitting regions.
Since ICA is sensitive to color outliers, a second iteration of
ICA with the regions with more extreme colors masked allows
us better retrieve the spatially dominant dust component, which
is typically not as red. Our implementation of the second
iteration is conﬁrmed with the following tests, described below.
B.1 Input Models
To test the impact of a third component on ICA solutions
assuming two components (and to conﬁrm the usefulness of
our second ICA iteration), we have included an additional
component with an intrinsically redder color representative of
hot dust in H II regions, i.e., [3.6]–[4.5] = 1. For the spatial ﬂux
distribution, we use truncated De Vaucouleurs proﬁles (de
Vaucouleurs 1948), and place them randomly in the regions of
the galaxy model where the more extended dust emission is
signiﬁcant (higher than the mean dust ﬂux). We vary the total
number of regions (10, 20, 30) and their relative brightness
(5%, 10%, 20% of total dust ﬂux). We also explore a range of
colors, starting from the color of the spatially extended dust
itself, up to a maximum color of 0.6.
B.2 Findings
When run through our pipeline, we can indeed see that our
simulated H II regions get effectively masked, and the second
iteration leads to a dust color closer to the nominal spatially
extended “diffuse dust” in 94.7% of the experiments (see
Figure 14). Moreover, the bootstrap uncertainty is effectively
reduced after the second iteration (from ∼0.8 to ∼0.2 mag),
suggesting that our measure of errors is sensitive to the problem
posed by a third component of intrinsically different color,
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